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Gorgeously packaged with intricate illustrations from Finnish illustrator, Sanna Annukka, this
new edition of Hans Christian Andersen's well-loved fairy tale, The Fir Tree, is the perfect holiday
gift for adults and children alike.Hans Christian Andersen's tragic tale of naive greed and
dissatisfaction is retold through the striking and contemporary illustrations of Finnish illustrator
Sanna Annukka. Cloth-bound in rich forest green, with gold foil embellishments, The Fir Tree is
elevated from a children's book to a unique work of art and makes an ideal gift for people of all
ages.



This is a work of fiction. Names and characters are the productof the author’s imagination and
any resemblance to actual persons,living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Illustrations copyright
© 2012 by Sanna AnnukkaTranslation copyright © 2004 by Tiina NunnallyAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Ten Speed Press,an imprint of the Crown Publishing
Group,a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York.Ten Speed Press and the Ten
Speed Press colophon areregistered trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC.This
translation of ‘The Fir Tree’ first appeared in Fairy Tales by HansChristian Andersen, published
by Penguin Classics, London, in 2004.This illustrated edition was originally published in Great
Britain byHutchinson, a Penguin Random House Company, London, in 2012.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Datais on file with the publisherv4.1prh
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ut in the forest stood such a charming fir tree. It was in a good spot where it could get sunshine
and there was plenty of air. All around grew scores of bigger companions, both firs and pines,
but the little fir tree was so eager to grow up that it didn’t think about the warm sun or the fresh
air. It didn’t pay any attention to the farm children who walked past, chattering, whenever they
were out gathering strawberries or raspberries. Often they would come by with a whole pitcherful
or they would have strawberries threaded on a piece of straw. Then they would sit down near the
little tree and say, ‘Oh, how charming and little it is!’ That’s not at all what the tree wanted to hear.
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fiona welbon, “Beautiful old style story that continues to stand the test of time.. A beautifully
written story by a great story teller. It reminds readers that no matter how old you are there is
importance in slowing life down and taking time to see, enjoy and be grateful for what's around
you. Both my 9yr old and myself greatly enjoyed snuggling done infront of the fire and reading
this story together.”

Steve, “A beautiful book. Honestly, I can't tell you how much I enjoy these books. They are
supremely well made. The translations are great. The artwork is inspiring. The entire ensemble is
more than the sum of its parts. Thank you for making this entire series of books available.”

maurice barnwell, “Best Tree  ever. The old ones are still the best ones!”

The book by A.R. Hetherington has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 71 people have provided feedback.
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